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GREENBEING
SUSTAINABLE
WELLNESS
A community-based not for profit
focused on the promotion of long-term sustainable wellbeing
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Greenbeing
Mission
Greenbeing exists to empower the
community through the cultivation of
awareness about the social and
environmental benefits of adopting a
sustainable approach to health and
wellbeing at the personal and
community level to promote human
and ecological development and
flourishing.

Greenbeing
Strategy
Through education and advocacy,
Greenbeing can assist community
members to understand that developing
and implementing sustainable plans for
our community that consider social and
natural benefits, as well as the economic
responsibilities, though not to the
detriment of our natural endowment, will
allow our community to truly prosper and
flourish for generations.
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Greenbeing At
Home
By connecting with the community,
through their various connections to
their home, Greenbeing seeks to
promote and help to facilitate
sustainable living and thinking for the
long-term flourishing of the
community.

Education and
Empowerment


educate the whole populationyouth and adults



environmental and sustainability
education on local sites



AGMs will be public and address
sustainability issues in MM
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Advocacy and
Information


Mississippi Mills falls under Lanark
County Sustainability Plan- not
clear what is being done



to truly address sustainability, we
need to be more comprehensive



provincial and federal sustainable
development strategies don’t
trickle down to the municipal level

Sustainable Mills
Earth Month
Information
Kickoff

sessions

activities

Multiple programs throughout
month
Earth

Day party

Final events to carry this forward
through the year
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Research and
Development


long-term study of sustainable
growth of community



distribute surveys and
questionnaires online and paper,
before, during and after
sustainability initiatives and events



review of MM and Lanark
sustainability plans against
community initiatives

Development of
Community


long-term community-directed
sustainable development



guidance from local plans, but
need self-directed actions



empowerment through
engagement with the process



need to engage all stakeholdersfind common language
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Conclusions…
Greenbeing presents a sustainable
vision for the future of the local
community, with potential for
collaboration and inter-regional work
and connections to provincial and
federal mandates

Questions?
Greenbeing can offer a truly
sustainable template for Canadian
communities that works within the
contexts of Canadian life to promote
the collective cultivation of long-term
wellbeing and flourishing.
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